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Abstract. Telecommunications systems are critical aspects of infrastructure with more safety-critical systems utilising their capabilities. Domains such as medicine and automotive applications are required to be
resilient and failure tolerant. We have constructed a testbed environment
that can be configured into various telecommunication operator configurations based around Network Function Virtualisation, Edge Cloud and
Internet-of-Things along with trusted computing.Utilising a medical application as the motivating case to demonstrate reliability, resiliency and
as a compelling demonstration we can investigate the interaction of these
security technologies in telecommunications environment while providing
a safety-critical use case.

1

Introduction

Telecommunications systems are now firmly established as pieces of critical infrastructure and are indeed designed and constructed to be as resilient to failure as possible. These systems however are extending from their infrastructure
role into more diverse and distributed systems encompassing the now increasing
reliance on IoT devices beyond that of traditional user equipment such as mobile phones. The forthcoming 5th generation (5G) telecommunication systems
explicitly addresses aspects of latency, communication frequency, authorisation
and other aspects of Internet-of-Things (IoT), connected cars and of virtualised
infrastructures [1].
Given this increased functionality and ubiquitous nature, telecommunications
systems are being used as a platform for providing services to safety-critical systems: GSM-R (now LTE-R), Tetra have been used in rail and public safety
systems (police, border protection, military etc). Some governments even con-

sider the usage of commercial networks for their public safety communications4 .
The ability to provide private services through virtual operators and virtualised
infrastructure then lends capabilities to other domains, such as medical and automotive domains. Indeed in the latter case the concept of the connected car
with a plethora of sensors, video streaming, data collection, on-board processing
and ad hoc networking is a canonical example of this.
This trend of running safety-critical systems, which almost by default now
means ‘cyber-physical’, will continue and is extending into domains such as
medicine. In that respect, we have a need to understand how said systems behave
under anomalous situations and how the suite of security, privacy and trust technologies can best interact to provide better protections related to overall system
integrity and its resilience under duress.
This paper presents our testbed environment [19] for examining the security properties of such systems. We utilise a motivational medical use case for
demonstration built upon the telecommunications’ “Network Function Virtualisation (NFV)- Edge Cloud - IoT architecture”. We are currently exploring
aspects of Interconnection Network security - the ‘inter-telco operator internet’
(SS7/Diameter) protocols affecting 5G/LTE and 3G systems, novel distributed
denial of service (DDoS) analysis and protection/mitigation mechanisms especially related to virtualised workload, and the use the trusted computing environments for integrity measurements, identity and attestation.
The rest of this paper will introduce the testbed components and the current
set of experiments/proof of concepts.

2

Testbed Components

We have (and are continually) constructing a testbed environment for evaluating
and prototyping various security technologies and their interactions. The testbed
is primarily focused on the secure provisioning of telecommunications infrastructure in a safety-critical environment - in this case we demonstrate with a medical
case based on a remote medic interacting with a local medic. A visualisation of
this is presented in figure 1, which shows one possible configuration to be used
in testing. The testbed - while demonstrating a medical case - can be retargeted
towards automotive and rail cases as required - all application domains which
require not only security but some degree of real-time performance.
The application for demonstration is relatively straightforward and is based
around the idea of remote surgery or some suitable medical procedure [24] to
be performed at a remote site. An example of this has been the proposed usage
of a robotic device [23] to enable a neurologist working to provide accurate or
confirmed diagnosis at a remote location in cases of stroke, for example, a single
neurologist can provide service to a number of emergency departments with aid
of local medical personnel.
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Fig. 1. Example Instantiation of Testbed

The hardware being used consists of Nokia AirFrame NFV servers with customised Linux based operating system, various base station 5G/LTE and Wifi
controller components with ‘Edge’ functionality. IoT components come in various kinds from small scale sensors - cameras, physiological measurements etc
- to larger scale independently functioning components such as the ‘robot surgeon’ played by a Universal Robots UR3 arm5 and other devices accordingly.
Additionally, we take into consideration the role of a human in both the remote
and local roles in all scenarios.
The properties being investigated by the testbed come from the provisioning
of such applications in a telco/5G environment where service availability and
reliability is to be preserved in terms of system integrity and defence when under
attack, eg: denial of service, specific telco core attacks, system tampering etc.
– Ensuring that the application data and instructions are not tampered with;
including the workload elements (hardware, software)
– Ensuring that the application continues to function under network attack
– Ensuring that the application fails or degrades in a known or safe manner if
the above characteristics are not met
5
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2.1

High-Level Components

The high-level architecture components are classified into three parts with the
distinction being made on overall computing resources and ‘interaction’ with
the end-user. For example, a server providing telecommunications functionality
would be considered ‘core’, but a sensor recording temperature as ‘IoT’. This
classification is not meant to be read as being absolute in nature.
– Core: meaning the telecommunications network and centralised workload,
servers - collectively known as Network Function Virtualisation (NFV)
– Edge: elements ‘outside’ of the core cloud but providing, relatively independently, application and core services. This might range from base station/Wifi controllers to localised application platforms
– IoT: elements such as sensors, direct human or machine interaction etc [21,
29].
2.2

Communications Infrastructure

While the core elements can rely upon high-speed, fixed communications lines,
the edge and IoT elements communicate over a diverse range of systems: wifi,
fixed line and of course 5G and LTE. For the medical application the configuration is such that a single core, NFV cloud provides the base telecommunications
systems: subscriber databases, base stations, messaging equipment/services, etc.
We use software defined networking (SDN) to provide the necessary, dynamically
configurable control over the routing and network topology set up for certain applications.
2.3

Application Components

The application components are either run as hardware components (eg: robot
+ controller), IoT devices, ‘bare-metal’ software running as processes on some
operating system, microcontroller - Intel NUC, ATMEL and ARM based devices
- etc, or on some virtualised environment such as provided by some hypervisor,
eg: Docker.
In this respect, this allows us effectively to implement any application that
requires strong interaction with telecommunication systems. For example, in the
medical case certain parts of the application, such as real-time video streaming,
require close to core implementation, while data aggregation can be made in
the edge nodes before being sent to core. Further, the medical application has
security and privacy requirements which require virtualised networking to be set
up to ensure these characteristics.

3

Security Test Technologies

In this section, we outline the three areas of active research regarding telecommunications system security, these are:
– Attestation and trusted environments
– Distributed denial of service and network anomaly protection
– Interconnection Network protocol protection

3.1

Attestation

Trusted computing concepts based around the ideas of Trusted Platform Module
(TPM), Remote Attestation (RA) and Trusted Execution Environments (TEE)
[30, 28] are well known. Their application in cloudified environment is limited;
however, mechanisms such as the TPM quote, a strong identity of the actual
TPM chip (and thus computing element), run-time kernel level integrity measurements and remote attestation provide a reliable mechanism for ensuring that
systems confirm to a known configuration [26]. Extending these mechanisms beyond x86 servers to ARM, microcontroller and virtualised components is being
prototyped within this testbed [12, 2, 3].
We have a generic attestation environment based around the ability to utilise
any number of measurement mechanisms for any given identifiable and attestable
element [27, 6, 7]. We extend this out to a more generic notarisation - ostensibly blockchain based - mechanism which provides longer term identities [4] and
known measurements globally for hardware components and particularly virtual
images and software components, while at a local level would be supplemented
by measurements for that local system’s hardware in conjunction with measurements for virtual machines taken at particular points during that machine’s life
cycle, eg: start, suspension, migration etc.
The attestation is made through a combination of policies denoting known
or good states with rules over various aspects of the machine’s measurement. A
TPM quote contains not just a measure but also information about the TPM
clock, reboot counts, firmware versions etc. We also utilise the ability to reason over integrity measurements over time giving the opportunity to make correspondence with other system aspects, such as comparing a given machine’s
TPM reboot count with, for example, reboots triggered by system updates and
patching. Figure 2 shows the result of one audit of a given element and the
cross-referencing of particular attestation rules against certain policies for machine configuration.
The core of the testbed utilises OpenStack as the virtualisation management
environment. Here, we utilise the remote attestation to guide workload placement and add trust to VM life cycle operations. Virtual machines (implementing
VNFs) are measured as images using simple cryptographic hashing [33, 32]. Life
cycle operations, such as instantiation (running), suspension and migration [8] in
particular, present further check points. The testbed provides a proof of concept
interaction between the virtual machine management and attestation server for
the purposes of providing trust over the operation on the virtual machine - this is
described later in section 4. Mechanisms for extending this into the virtual machine are under investigation [22], for example, virtual trusted platform module
(vTPM) [5] being one potential solution.
Two other aspects are under investigation, the first being the distribution
of attestation functionality away from a single centralised attestation server.
Partially inspired by blockchain style distribution and also to investigate localising trust responsibilities. The second derives from the first which is to form a
system-wide graph of who trusts whom, once each element is capable of deciding
which other elements it trusts (and to what degree). This latter trust graph also

Fig. 2. Example Result of Machine Trust Audit

addresses ideas of the degree of trust between nodes and the transitivity of trust
[18].
3.2

DDoS Protection

The defence mechanism is implemented on the testbed network as part of the
software defined networking (SDN) as an extension of the mechanisms introduced
in [20]. Typical functional blocks in the implementation include traffic sampling
capabilities in the network either directly from switches or indirectly through
an SDN controller, a feature extraction and learning VNF, and, finally, the rule
creation and deployment logic in the form of an SDN application running on top
of the SDN controller.
In order to effectively mitigate DDoS attacks, the defence logic must have
an understanding of the structure of the network within the security control
domain, and of the traffic flows and insertion points into the security control
domain. This information can be gained from e.g. the SDN controller, which
may directly contain capabilities for providing network graphs, or the graphs
may be deduced from the overall set of known nodes and the rules deployed on
the nodes for traffic routing.
The full testbed is constructed with multiple different networking technologies. In reality, SDN capabilities are unlikely to extend through all traffic forwarding points in the network. Thus, the DDoS protection mechanism must also
be capable of reasoning where the edges of the ”controllable” security control
domain lie within the network. Any rules targeting traffic flowing in from edges
would ideally be placed as near to the edge as possible in order to avoid forwarding malicious traffic within the network and incurring the related costs or

risking bandwidth exhaustion. An example of this configuration in the context
of the testbed is shown in figure 3

Fig. 3. Example Instantiation of Networking Architecture and Protection in the
Testbed

3.3

Interconnection Network (SS7/Diameter) Protection

The network was considered closed - accessible only by mostly state owned
trusted telecoms operators - it has now been opened to facilitate new services
and operators. In our testbed, we, effectively, create a private telecom operator
for processing medical data and connecting the medics in figure 1 together.
We isolate the control and user data related to this application by running it
fully on protected and firewalled virtual nodes. In unprotected networks, utilising
the commands provided by SS7 [10] and Diameter [11], a large number of potentially serious attacks can be made against individual subscribers or IoT devices,
network equipment, including subscriber modification [14], location tracking [16]
and password interception [15] over SMS.
In a similar manner to that shown in figure 3, we can inject such commands,
directly and indirectly, into our network against VNFs existing in the core and
also some edge agents and elements providing telecommunications network functionality. As these attacks can be made over a long period of time, detection is
difficult. The testbed utilises machine learning over these protocols to attempt
to detect the weak signals of such an attack [25].
The virtual network for critical applications has full network functionality.
Its security is based on a trust system, dynamic DoS protection and a signalling
firewall protection. This allows us to protect against the following attack types:
– Availability attacks (DoS) coming via interconnection, malicious updates,
bots.
– Sensitive data extraction using roaming interfaces, remote code execution.
In addition, our testbed allows extensive monitoring and logging of unusual
events and, by that, a better possibility to identity a potential attacker and its
technique. This monitoring and logging of events is used to identify key features
of abnormal and normal traffic on a connection specific or partner specific basis.

4

Scenarios, Results and Future Work

The testbed has been designed to support a number of security experiments with
a ‘compelling’ safety related use case, in order to facilitate the necessity and the
effect of providing, or not providing, specific kinds of security. The choice of
a medical case is new for Nokia, but a mapping to automotive or rail can be
easily made, which facilitates the presentation of such a system. In this short
description of the testbed environment, we have concentrated on three particular
areas, of course, this extends out to other areas, such as identity provisioning,
update management, security orchestration and blockchain.
As a practical test, we have analysed the performance of the DDoS mitigation
system by overloading a bottleneck link between robot control functionality and
actual robot with injected malicious traffic. Without defences such an attack
seriously impairs or completely prevents correct robot operation. With the DDoS
mitigation system in place, the normal traffic is protected from overload-induced
packet drops, and normal operation is maintained.
The amount of information that is generated through detecting security
anomalies is significant, and reacting to these in a meaningful manner is complex. One aspect of this work has been to introduce the concept of security
orchestrator [17] as a system-wide component, though implemented as part of
the core management and operations functionality.
The use of a security orchestrator allows for more coördinateed responses
across the system as a whole. For example, if a machine fails an integrity measurement the local response might be to migrate workload away, whereas a wider
- system - response would be to additionally isolate that machine at various protocol levels and via SDN, prepare other machines for additional workload by
migrating their workload in a coordinated manner, reducing the overall trust
relationships in the system and causing additional protection mechanisms to
be brought dynamically on-line. We actually aim to move to a more ‘graceful’
response to system failure than is currently possible.
Two significant results have come from extended analysis of attestation quotes:
the first being that trust is fragile due to updates, file changes, configuration
changes and, often, due to the misimplementation of TCG standards; the second
being that reaction to a trust failure can not be to remove the element (machine,
VM or device) from the network but to react in an appropriate manner.
The role of trust beyond boot-time measurement and, in the case of OpenStack, when a virtual machine is instantiated - the attestation server provides
information about which physical hardware a VM that requires trust can be
started on - are currently the only points where trust is considered. Ignoring
the case where measurements can be taken inside a VM and reported by some
vTPM mechanism - this has other issues that are not well solved in the current
CPU architectures - we are left with the situation of when to take measurements.
A basic pattern emerges where an operation on a virtual machine is the trigger
for both a pre and post-operation measurement of the hardware environment
coupled with a measurement of the virtual machine itself. These measures can
then be used a) to ensure that the underlying hardware has remained in a known
state (eg: no reboots, or if reboot has occurred, no changes), and b) that the

virtual machine snapshot/instance has not changed [9] under operations, such as
suspend and migrate. We can extend this, in the case of suspend operations, to
ensure that when the machine is being restarted then it is on the same physical
hardware backed up through TPM sealing, for example.
We have developed using root cause analysis (RCA) [13] a set of causal factor
trees (CFTs) over the attestation results that identify the possible causes of
failures. Each attestation rule can be mapped to its corresponding causal factor
tree for analysis, which is then linked to a mitigation procedure. Often, it is the
case that a trust failure is an indication of a failed or not yet performed update,
system management error, a system crash etc.
Figure 4 shows a common situation in which an element fails its attestation
checks due to inconsistencies in the number of reboots reported by the TPM
and the amount stored on the attestation server. This kind of failure is common
in server class hardware, since they perform a series of self-tests on start up,
which are only recorded by the TPM. By using RCA and CFT, we can identify
situations in which trust or trustworthiness of an element can be safely recovered.
Then, the existing attestation rules can be extended to include this behaviour
as normal and avoid a failure in the future.

Fig. 4. Causal Factor Tree for One Kind of Common Trust Failure

An investigation is now under way regarding how each of the above interact.
One scenario is that DDoS attacks now appear to act as covers for more sophisticated attacks, such as those seen in Interconnection Network. By relating
the points of attack and the routing graph [31], we can deliberately reduce the
amount of trust between components, or vice versa, if a component fails attestation then the network routing can be directed via additional checks, such as
firewalls or sandboxing. The aim here is, primarily, to preserve availability and
functionality of the system by increasing the resilience.
Returning to the medical application - this as noted has provided the use
case and requirements for the kinds of resilience and mitigations that we are

constructing and evaluating within this testbed. For the user of the medical
application they can be sure that the data being received is uncorrupted and
that the service they are providing over the telecommunications infrastructure
is reliable. For example, taking the cases above, we have been able to examine
scenarios:
– provisioning of real-time data feeds and interaction under DDoS attack
– dynamic reorganisation of routing to ensure no loss of traffic and minimised
network performance loss
– ensuring that the VNFs providing the application are of good integrity
– ensuring that the telco infrastructure remains reliable, and the medical applications isolated, under interconnection attacks
– ensuring the hardware, especially edge and IoT node are untampered
We continue this work with more integration of the above, addressing alternate domains - particularly rail and automotive, applying the lessons learnt
in constructing the testbed and experiment into those domains and evaluating
automated and proactive, proportionate responses to network/system anomalies/failures.
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